
Name:  ____________________________   Spelling List E-16

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  Sibyl dressed up as a witch for Halloween.                 1.  _________________
     

2.  Which brand of cleaning product works better?      2.  _________________
     
            

3.  I hope we'll have good wether for Saturday's picnic.        3.  _________________
          

4.  Do you know weather it's supposed to snow tomorrow?      4.  _________________

5.  The traveling salesman tried to peddel his wares to folks      5.  _________________
           on the road.                                  

6.  Kaya touched the rose pedal; it felt soft and velvety.          6.  _________________
 

7.  Alexander ate a whole box of cookies by himself!                7.  _________________
  

8.  Mr. Boyer threw away one of his socks with a hole in it.      8.  _________________
      
      

9.  The thief tried to break in and steel jewelry from the      9.  _________________
house down the street.            

10.     Albert's dad works at a steal mill.                           10.  _________________
               

   
11.  Duncan wants to learn how to fly a plane.        11.  _________________
    

12.  Preity didn't buy the shirt because it looked too plaine.      12.  _________________
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13.    The leaves have all fallen, and the trees are bear.                13.  _________________
                               
                  
14.    A bare hibernates through the cold winter months.    14.  _________________

     
                                  
15.     I wasn't able to sleep well last night.    15.  _________________
                                  
             
16.    In medieval times, a knight was an armored soldier in    16.  _________________
         the king's service.                                  

               
17.    Anna's class is writing poetry inspired by the theme,             17.  _________________
         “World Peece.”     
                               
18.   Would you like to try a peace of lemon meringue pie?         18.  _________________

   

19.    The little girl picked a flower and gave it to her mother.       19.  _________________
                      

20.    I added two cups of flour to the mixing bowl for my cake   20.  _________________
         recipe.                                                                  

Review Words

21. Mrs. Callahan checked her calendar to see when she    21.  _________________
could schedule the apointment.     
              

22. The conference center is surounded by the lovely    22.  _________________
Appalachian Mountains.     

Challenge Words

23.  The Patterson's informed us that their going to be late       23.  _________________
for the dinner party.     
                  

24.     “Are there sea lions at the aquarium, Daddy?” asked Lia.  24.  _________________

25. The children are expected to share they're toys.    25.  _________________
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ANSWER KEY

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  Sibyl dressed up as a  witch  for Halloween.                 1.  CORRECT
     

2.  Which  brand of cleaning product works better?      2.  CORRECT  
     
            

3.  I hope we'll have good  wether  for Saturday's picnic.        3.  weather
          

4.  Do you know  weather  it's supposed to snow tomorrow?    4.  whether

5.  The traveling salesman tried to  peddel  his wares to folks 5.  peddle 
           on the road.                                

6.  Kaya touched the rose  pedal;  it felt soft and velvety.      6.  petal
 

7.  Alexander ate a  whole  box of cookies by himself!              7.  CORRECT
  

8.  Mr. Boyer threw away one of his socks with a  hole  in it.      8.  CORRECT
      
      

9.  The thief tried to break in and  steel  jewelry from the      9.  steal
house down the street.            

10.     Albert's dad works at a  steal  mill.                           10.  steel
               

   
11.  Duncan wants to learn how to fly a  plane.        11.  CORRECT
    

12.  Preity didn't buy the shirt because it looked too  plaine.     12.  plain
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ANSWER KEY
13.    The leaves have all fallen, and the trees are  bear.               13.  bare
                               
                  
14.    A  bare  hibernates through the cold winter months.    14.  bear

     
                                  
15.     I wasn't able to sleep well last  night.    15.  CORRECT
                                  
             
16.    In medieval times, a  knight  was an armored soldier in    16.  CORRECT
         the king's service.                                  

               
17.    Anna's class is writing poetry inspired by the theme,             17.  Peace
         “World  Peece.”     
                               
18.   Would you like to try a  peace  of lemon meringue pie?       18.  piece

   

19.    The little girl picked a  flower  and gave it to her mother.     19.  CORRECT
                      

20.    I added two cups of  flour  to the mixing bowl for my cake 20.  CORRECT
         recipe.                                                                  

Review Words

21. Mrs. Callahan checked her calendar to see when she    21.  appointment
could schedule the  apointment.     
              

22. The conference center is  surounded  by the lovely    22.  surrounded
Appalachian Mountains.     

Challenge Words

23.  The Patterson's informed us that  their  going to be late     23.  they're
for the dinner party.     
                  

24.     “Are  there  sea lions at the aquarium, Daddy?” asked Lia. 24.  CORRECT

25. The children are expected to share  they're  toys.    25.  their
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